
Acoustic Interior Design Elements

for Daycare  
Centres and 

Schools





A pleasant acoustic 
environment, development, 
stylish and fun interior 
design – these are the 
things that Yeseco acoustic 
products are all about.

Where there are children there is also happy 
noise.  The happy sounds of children playing and 
learning can, however, easily become too loud, 
affecting concentration and increasing fatigue.  
Yeseco’s acoustic products improve the acoustic 
environment, making the space feel much more 
comfortable.  At the same time our products are 
visually pleasing interior design elements.

Our range includes products suitable for many 
different kinds of spaces.  Acoustic solutions 
can be seamlessly incorporated without 
compromising the style of the space. There are 
inspiringly many possibilities!





Satunurkka

Colour Ranges

Contrast/PinkContrast/Lime blue

Harmony/Warm Harmony/Cool

Contrast/Yellow Contrast/Petrol

A Satunurkka panel

The Satunurkka (“Story-telling corner”) range is used to create a visually attractive 
design, at the same time separating part of the space into a comfortable area 
for story-telling, singing or teaching.  Satunurkka consists of wall-mounted 
upholstered interior panels; the number, layout and colour scheme of the panels is 
chosen to suit the style and requirements of the space.

To make your choice easier we have created colour charts and layout examples to 
suit different interior styles.  The Colourful range brings a splash of colour into the 
space for a bold visual effect.  The colours of the Harmony range blend easily into 
both modern and traditional or romantic style interiors.  The Contrast range forms 
a striking visual entity, with neutral colours and an effect colour that is chosen to 
suit the space.

Size: 80 x 56 cm. 9 panels 12 panels

Layout examples

Colourful/Spring Colourful/Fuchsia Colourful/GreenColourful/Sunny

The fabric and filling of the acoustic panels is made of 
recycled materials.  The acoustic material is hemp fibre, 
which won the InnoSuomi award in 2010.





A set of Oppila panels brings the basic elements of learning for daycare and 
preschool-aged children into a space in a fun, colourful way while effectively 
improving the acoustic environment.  Oppila features all the letters of the requested 
alphabets and numbers 1-10, as well as vibrant colours.  Oppila is also ideal for 
spaces where wall space is limited, as the panels can be hung from the ceiling.

Oppila

The front of each panel features a letter of the alphabet or a number, and the re-
verse of each panel is a solid vibrant colour.  The set comprises 40 panels (alphabet 
and numbers).  Hanging: wire and hooks.

The fabric and filling of the acoustic panels is made of recycled materials.  The 
acoustic material is hemp fibre, which won the InnoSuomi award in 2010.

Alphabet panel size: 40 x 40 x 4.5 cm





Will a big, friendly whale move into the children’s space?  Or perhaps five little 
ducks, a marching elephant, or even the whole group of Leikkilä characters?  The 
fun shapes in the Leikkilä range add character to a space, bringing familiar figures 
from stories, nursery rhymes and songs into the children’s environment. The 
tranquil colours and soft shapes make the panels suitable for different spaces.  The 
characters can be suspended from the ceiling or hung on the wall, maybe above 
a table or the story-telling corner: wherever is the most effective place, wherever 
there is playing and noise!

Leikkilä

Size: 80 x 70 cm

The cloud set features three clouds (two white, one grey). Each cloud measures  
120 x 80 cm. The clouds are suspended horizontally from the ceiling.

The fabric and filling of the acoustic panels is made of recycled materials.   
The acoustic material is hemp fibre, which won the InnoSuomi award in 2010.

Size: 80 x 63 cm Size: 60 x 115 cm Size: 73 x 78 cm



Yeseco’s wide range offers 
a number of acoustic solutions 
for different applications.  
Yeseco’s Daycare and School 
products can be combined 
with other products from our 
range to form a comprehensive 
acoustic treatment solution.

Screens
Yeseco screens are effective at attenuating 
noise and ideal for partitioning part of a lar-
ger area for work or play.  Screens are also 
available in a choice of upholstery colours 
to complement the space or to match other 
products from our range.

Wall and Ceiling Elements
Yeseco offers a range of wall and ceiling 
panels that are ideal for a space that needs 
a subtle acoustic solution, or simply a chan-
ge in appearance or functionality.  Natural 
white acoustic panels are available with a 
natural fibre finish, and a range of styles 
and colours is available with a fabric finish.  

Products with Printed Images
Yeseco also offers custom acoustic panels, 
featuring an image of your choice printed 
onto either a natural fibre surface or onto 
fabric.

We are continuously developing our pro-
ducts and creating new products to meet 
our customers’ needs.  Find out about our 
entire range online at www.yeseco.fi.

Yeseco’s Other  
Acoustic Products



Acoustics
Good acoustic properties make a space 
more comfortable and functional.  A plea-
sant sonic environment is an important 
factor in wellbeing, health and comfort 
for adults and children alike.  The average 
sound level in a living environment should 
remain around 35dB, similar to that of a 
library environment.  In spaces used for 
children’s play and learning the recommen-
ded length of echo is 0.4 – 0.6 seconds. In a 
good acoustic environment speech can be 
heard easily and one doesn’t have to raise 
one’s voice to be heard.  Studies show that 
a noise-free environment improves atten-
tiveness and concentration.  Products in 
our Daycare and School ranges have been 
specifically designed to address the acoustic 
needs of learning environments.

The Environment
Sustainability is a driving factor in our busi-
ness.  Our acoustic products are made using 
natural fibres and recycled materials.  Our 
products are ecological to manufacture and 
safe to use.

Materials
The acoustic effectiveness of our products is 
first-rate.  The natural and recycled mate-
rials in our products make them ecological 
and fire-safe, and they fulfil the inside air 
quality requirements (M1 emission class).  
Product surface materials are durable and 
long-lasting.  Because the products can 
withstand being touched, they can be pla-
ced wherever they are most effective.

Placement and Installation
All Yeseco products are acoustically effec-
tive, durable and able to withstand being 
touched.  They are also attractive, well 
designed interior design elements.  This me-
ans it is possible to install them in the most 
acoustically effective place, often near the 
sound source and at the height that noise 
emanates from.  The acoustics of the space 
improve when sound attenuation products 
are evenly placed on wall and ceiling surfa-
ces near the sound source, and at the point 
where sound reflects (for example, around 
1 metre above the floor in children’s areas).  
Optimum placement of acoustic products 
achieves maximum effect with less material.  
The amount of acoustic products required 
depends on the size of the space, its sur-
face materials and its furnishings.  Yeseco 
products are easy to install using standard 
screw fixings.

Easy Care
Yeseco acoustic products retain their good 
acoustic properties year after year without 
any need for maintenance.  The products 
can be lightly cleaned with a vacuum clea-
ner if desired.

Effective Solutions, 
Sustainably



Our products can be adapted 
to many applications – let’s find 
a solution together!  We are 
pleased to offer our expertise.

How to buy Yeseco products:
1. Choose the most suitable product for the 

space and the décor (Satunurkka, Oppila, 
Leikkilä).

2. Calculate the size of the space:  
length x width x height.

3. Calculate the number of acoustic 
products required using the instructions 
that can be found on our website  
www.yeseco.fi.

4. Fill in the order form online at  
www.yeseco.fi.

Get in touch;  
we’re happy to help and advise!
Yeseco Oy
Paljekatu 6
38200 Sastamala
FINLAND

info@yeseco.fi

+358 (0)50 400 0020

How Can We Help?


